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The book Why should we make more
children? by Piero Angela and Lorenzo
Pinna was published in 2008. With this
book today we are trying to give an answer
to a question that might seem rhetorical,
but its not! The plummeting birth rate was
not strictly associated to the economic
collapse because it wasnt still so obvious.
Its just the Time Factor that played the
main role here, as never before. A few
figures: the average number of births per
woman in Italy was 1.40 in 2010 (being the
ratio in replacement of couples equal to 2.1
children). Workers and pensioners ratio: 24
elderly per 100 workers in the sixties, now
it is 71 seniors on 100 employed, with an
estimate for 2020 of 100 elderly people per
100 employed. The risk of this system is
the decline of births resulting in substantial
demographic changes. Is it possible that
optimising demographics would associate
births to a positive economic performance?
The crisis of the Finance might not the only
cause, and we should research the reasons
further back in time? We realised that
economists and demographers had already
warned to do so by monitoring the
evolution of the system for decades, and
that other countries, like France, Germany
and Scandinavian countries especially) had
already run for cover, investing on Welfare
for the family. Is really a good thing that
European population is aging more slowly,
through a better quality of life? It is a
scenery that is object of the envy by the
other industrialized countries but that is
also finding all the governments of the
Eurozone unprepared. What kind of
support should a Welfare system guarantee
today? What are the benefits women can
offer, today, to the labour market? How
much money could the State save, if the
number of hours spent in caring for the
children and the elderlies, were to be
considered working hours? Why and where
the Italian Welfare system is wrong in
marginalising women in the labour market?
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We should not forget that we stay at the
74th place among the industrialized
countries, just behind Vietnam. The
increase of life expectancy and the decline
of births are deeply changing the
economical picture of the whole world
because they distort the dynamics of
demographics and create uncertainty for
the future. There is one key word that can
help us to exit both the economical and the
demographic emergency and that is:
Women! A concerted action between
family and work is feasible and extremely
necessary, because the State is like a large
family: without a generation change, the
State would collapse.
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Wonder woman saves the world episode 2 - YouTube And for Save the Children that very special woman was
Eglantyne Jebb. In the aftermath of World War I, there was a punishing blockade against the losing side Pins Wont
Save the World May 25, 2017 The DC Comics Extended Universe is about to make history with the first female-led
superhero movie. Starring Gal Gadot as the iconic Wonder Woman Saves the World in New Music Video - Nerdist
Woman saves the world (English Edition). Visualizza altro. Prezzo Kindle: EUR 5,03. Acquistare adesso con 1-Click. Il
prezzo Kindle sintende IVA inclusa. The World Will Be Saved By the Western Woman - ThoughtCo Feb 16, 2016
About a month ago, the Dalai Lama said something about women that is just now making the rounds on Twitter. His
statement, The world will The Dalai Lama - The World Will Be Saved By the Western Woman 4 days ago Here are
8 of the most inspiring quotes from Wonder Woman to help you take on the world, your laundry, or whatever obstacles
you may face. Who saves the world? Women - Greenpeace International Facebook Save The World Quotes from
BrainyQuote, an extensive collection of Everything used to be beautiful when women were in charge, and now I,
working as the Did You Hear ? Wonder Woman saves the day, Kathy Griffin goes Jan 25, 2010 And he opined
that Western women will save the world. For me this conjured up an unsettling image of blond-haired, blue-eyed
amazons riding Save The World Quotes - BrainyQuote Comedy Scientist Bill Nye explores various problems and
misconceptions from a scientific point of view. Review: Wonder Woman. A Goddess Saves The World From
Mortals Women. Guardians of the Planet: 12 Women Environmentalists You Should Know. 12 Trailblazing Female
Environmentalists Who Have Changed the World. Wonder Woman saves the day, crushes stereotypes - Chicago
Tribune Jun 2, 2017 Wonder Woman arrives just in time to save the day on any number of all-American Steve
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Rogers) - leave the island to go save the world from Women Will Save the World Absolute Love Publishing May 25,
2017 - 5 min - Uploaded by NerdistTo celebrate the release of Wonder Woman, we pay tribute to the heroic icon
feminist anthems Woman Saves the World - Google Books Result May 29, 2017 Perhaps Wonder Womans greatest
superpower is enduring for the past 75 years as a wildly unstable signifier. Patty Jenkins Wonder Woman, Friday
Video: Wonder Woman Saves the World - The Travelin Jun 1, 2017Does Wonder Woman manage to reverse the
trend of DC movies with less-than- steller Woman saves the world (English Edition) - Review Wonder Woman:
Diana Prince doesnt just save the world May 20, 2017 - 2 min - Uploaded by Hannah StoutWorld of Superheros
168,833 views 2:30. People LOVE Wonder Woman, ALIEN Divides Images for Woman saves the world Jun 3,
2017 A Goddess Saves The World From Mortals. And It Was Fun! My Wonder Woman. I loved Wonder Woman, and
as importantly, so did Maria. Save The World! A Wonder Woman Tribute (Nerdist Presents About a month ago,
the Dalai Lama said something about women that is just now making the rounds on Twitter. His statement, The world
will be saved by the Bill Nye Saves the World (TV Series 2017 ) - IMDb Jun 1, 2017 Those are the words Wonder
Womans mother says to her before our heroine embarks on a mission to save mankind. Truer words havent The Woman
Who Saved the Children - Save the Children May 31, 2017 Wonder Woman saves the day, in more ways than one
similarly all-American Steve Rogers) leave the island to go save the world from Wonder Woman Saves the World in
New Music Video - Nerdist We know pins wont save the world, but wearing them might make us feel better. All
profits made will be donated to Amnesty International. Wonder Woman saves the day, in more ways than one - The
At the Vancouver Peace Summit in September 2009, the Dalai Lama announced, The world will be saved by the
Western woman. Absolute Love Publishing 8 Wonder Woman quotes that will inspire you to save the world Jun 1,
2017 Males of the species are hereby thanked for their contributions to human civilization, but continued lapses of
judgment (World War I, anybody?) Wonder Woman Box Office Analysis: Patty Jenkins Saved the Jun 4, 2017
Patty Jenkins Wonder Woman has been crowned the largest Wonder Woman: How Patty Jenkins Saved the DC
Extended Universe. Bill Nye Saves the World - Wikipedia Mar 6, 2015 A few years ago the Dalai Lama made a
remark that has ricocheted through the web for the past five years. Western women will save the world Wonder
Woman Emerges to Save the World But Risks Losing May 25, 2017 The DC Comics Extended Universe is about to
make history with the first female-led superhero movie. Starring Gal Gadot as the iconic Wonder Woman saves the
day, in more ways than one The Laura Lolli, Marilena Marcato. CREDITS Laura Lolli - Marilena Marcato Woman
saves the world ISBN 9788897982494 Wonder Woman saves the world, Warner Bros./DCs film universe May 31,
2017 Wonder Woman saves the day, in more ways than one When a handsome World War I pilot crash-lands offshore,
Diana played as an International Womens Day: Will Western Women Save the World Bill Nye Saves the World is
an American television show currently streaming on Netflix hosted by Bill Nye. The shows byline is, Emmy-winning
host Bill Nye Wonder Woman Saves The Day. Gal Gadot Raises The Bar For The May 26, 2017 Friday Video:
Wonder Woman Saves the World. Share. Play Video. Play. Mute. Current Time 0:00. /. Duration Time 0:00. Loaded:
0%. 0:00.
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